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Homecrest Outdoor
Living has championed
comfort and quality
while remaining a truly
American-made brand.
With a celebrated heritage of nearly 70 years, Homecrest has
a rich tradition of innovations and an unparalleled commitment
to craftsmanship that are hallmarks of our brand. We build
distinctive furniture to suit outdoor spaces in multifamily
properties, including amentiy spaces, pool decks, lounges, and
cafés.
Product collections include lounge seating, dining seating and
tables, fire tables, and outdoor accessories, including various
styles of umbrellas. Homecrest’s comprehensive product range
allows complete outdoor space project specifications from a
single trusted brand.

• Expansive range of built-to-order products tailored to your
design specifications
• Upholstery fabric selections include over 500 graded-in
options from leading mills, plus a COM program
• Several standard powder-coat finishes are coordinated
throughout our collections, and custom colors are available
• To help visualize your furniture, we offer an interactive
online Design Center and Space Planner
• Made in America from the highest-grade domestic raw
materials and backed by industry-leading warranties

CONTRACT.HOMECREST.COM

COURTESY OF THE EXPO IN MINNEAPOLIS, MN

FEATURED COLLECTIONS
ELEMENTS CHAT CHAIR
AIR | ALUMINUM
The Elements air collection features the
appearance and comfort of deep seating
in a foam-free, cushionless construction.
Luxurious Sensation sling fabric is used
for the ultimate in low-maintenance
comfort and also features benefits such
as exceptional shape retention and
surface memory.
PRODUCT #: 51AR390
HEIGHT: 34” WIDTH: 32.5” DEPTH: 33”
SEAT HEIGHT: 14.5” ARM HEIGHT: 21”

SUTTON LOW BACK DINING CHAIR
SLING | ALUMINUM
Sutton features a geometric frame design,
contrasted by our gently curving sling for
visual intrigue. To make Sutton ideal for
windy conditions, this “Designed with
Weight” collection is constructed
with custom aluminum extrusions and
powder-coated, solid-steel cross bars and
internal side rails for added stability.
PRODUCT #: 45370
HEIGHT: 35” WIDTH: 24.75” DEPTH: 28”
SEAT HEIGHT: 17.5” ARM HEIGHT: 23.625”

LATITUDE 42” DINING TABLE
ALUMINUM
The attractive and functional Latitude
tables feature an all-aluminum
construction. Available with pedestal
and post bases, Latitude is well suited
for both dining and balcony applications.
Whether for residential or commercial,
Latitude combines style and function to
create a fresh look in any outdoor space.
PRODUCT #: 3742RDLT
HEIGHT: 27.5” WIDTH: 42” LENGTH: 42”
SEAT HEIGHT: N/A ARM HEIGHT: N/A

MARKET UMBRELLA
7.5’ CRANK LIFT/AUTO TILT
The dining/café height market umbrella
features a 7.5’ octagonal canopy—which
is available in several fabrics—and a
durable crank lift/auto tilt mechanism. It
also comes with a matte bronze, matte
silver, or matte black pole option.

COURTESY OF TRIPLE CROWN RESIDENCES + DORAN PROPERTIES GROUP

PRODUCT #: 845FMA
DIAMETER OF OPENED CANOPY: 90”
FLOOR TO TOP OF UMBRELLA: 98”
FLOOR TO BOTTOM OF CLOSED CANOPY: 49”
FLOOR TO BOTTOM OF OPEN CANOPY: 72”

FEATURED COLLECTIONS
GRACE CLUB CHAIR
ULTRACORE™ CUSHION | ALUMINUM
Grace cushion’s light and fresh visual
style lends itself to a wide variety of
design aesthetics. But, because of its
seating design, it performs especially
well in environments where comfort is
the priority, such as fireside or rooftop
lounges. Grace also has coordinating air
and sling pieces.
PRODUCT #: 10381
HEIGHT: 31” WIDTH: 43” DEPTH: 33”
SEAT HEIGHT: 16” ARM HEIGHT: 23”

GRACE LOVESEAT
ULTRACORE™ CUSHION | ALUMINUM
Grace cushion’s light and fresh visual
style lends itself to a wide variety of
design aesthetics. But, because of its
seating design, it performs especially
well in environments where comfort is
the priority, such as fireside or rooftop
lounges. Grace also has coordinating air
and sling pieces.
PRODUCT #: 10421
HEIGHT: 31” WIDTH: 64” DEPTH: 33”
SEAT HEIGHT: 16” ARM HEIGHT: 23”

GRACE SOFA
ULTRACORE™ CUSHION | ALUMINUM
Grace cushion’s light and fresh visual
style lends itself to a wide variety of
design aesthetics. But, because of its
seating design, it performs especially
well in environments where comfort is
the priority, such as fireside or rooftop
lounges. Grace also has coordinating air
and sling pieces.
PRODUCT #: 10431
HEIGHT: 31” WIDTH: 78” DEPTH: 33”
SEAT HEIGHT: 16” ARM HEIGHT: 23”

MODE 22” x 44” COFFEE TABLE
ALUMINUM
Mode features floating rectangular
aluminum panels and a sleek appearance
that brings an elegant style to your
outdoor space. Customize your Mode
table by selecting from a wide variety of
heights and sizes to complement your
outdoor seating.

COURTESY OF ELEVATE AT SOUTHWEST STATION

PRODUCT #: 132244
HEIGHT: 15” WIDTH: 22” LENGTH: 44”
SEAT HEIGHT: N/A ARM HEIGHT: N/A

FEATURED COLLECTIONS
ALLURE CAFÉ CHAIR
SLING | ALUMINUM
The clean lines of the Allure collection
offer a minimalist visual style that will
bring sophistication to any outdoor space.
Its double layer sling design provides
premium comfort, while a powder-coated
aluminum frame offers strength and
durability. Allure also has coordinating
cushion and mesh pieces.
PRODUCT #: 11370
HEIGHT: 32.5” WIDTH: 22.5” DEPTH: 21”
SEAT HEIGHT: 18” ARM HEIGHT: 24.5”

ALLURE ARMLESS BALCONY STOOL
SLING | ALUMINUM
The clean lines of the Allure collection
offer a minimalist visual style that will
bring sophistication to any outdoor space.
Its double layer sling design provides
premium comfort, while a powder-coated
aluminum frame offers strength and
durability. Allure also has coordinating
cushion and mesh pieces.
PRODUCT #: 11550
HEIGHT: 38.5” WIDTH: 20” DEPTH: 21”
SEAT HEIGHT: 24” ARM HEIGHT: N/A

MODE 44” x 88” CAFÉ TABLE
ALUMINUM
Mode features floating rectangular
aluminum panels and a sleek appearance
that brings an elegant style to your
outdoor space. Customize your Mode
table by selecting from a wide variety of
heights and sizes to complement your
outdoor seating.

PRODUCT #: 134488F
HEIGHT: 30” WIDTH: 44” LENGTH: 88”
SEAT HEIGHT: N/A ARM HEIGHT: N/A

GRACE CHAT CHAIR
ULTRACORE™ CUSHION | ALUMINUM
Grace cushion’s light and fresh visual
style lends itself to a wide variety of
design aesthetics. But, because of its
seating design, it performs especially
well in environments where comfort is
the priority, such as fireside or rooftop
lounges. Grace also has coordinating air
and sling pieces.

COURTESY OF THE LUXE AT RIDGEDALE

PRODUCT #: 10391
HEIGHT: 31” WIDTH: 36” DEPTH: 33”
SEAT HEIGHT: 16” ARM HEIGHT: 23”

FEATURED COLLECTIONS
ELEMENTS CHAT CHAIR
AIR | ALUMINUM
The Elements air collection features the
appearance and comfort of deep seating
in a foam-free, cushionless construction.
Luxurious Sensation sling fabric is used
for the ultimate in low-maintenance
comfort and also features benefits such
as exceptional shape retention and
surface memory.
PRODUCT #: 51AR390
HEIGHT: 34” WIDTH: 32.5” DEPTH: 33”
SEAT HEIGHT: 14.5” ARM HEIGHT: 21”

ELEMENTS SOFA
AIR | ALUMINUM
The Elements air collection features the
appearance and comfort of deep seating
in a foam-free, cushionless construction.
Luxurious Sensation sling fabric is used
for the ultimate in low-maintenance
comfort and also features benefits such
as exceptional shape retention and
surface memory.
PRODUCT #: 51AR430
HEIGHT: 34” WIDTH: 85” DEPTH: 33”
SEAT HEIGHT: 14.5” ARM HEIGHT: 21”

ALLURE ADJUSTABLE CHAISE
SLING | ALUMINUM
The clean lines of the Allure collection
offer a minimalist visual style that will
bring sophistication to any outdoor space.
Its double layer sling design provides
premium comfort, while a powder-coated
aluminum frame offers strength and
durability. Allure also has coordinating
cushion and mesh pieces.
PRODUCT #: 11310
HEIGHT: 35” WIDTH: 28” LENGTH: 77”
SEAT HEIGHT: 16” ARM HEIGHT: N/A

MARKET UMBRELLA
9’ PULLEY LIFT
The dining/café height market umbrella
features a 9’ octagonal canopy—which
is available in several fabrics—and a
durable pulley lift mechanism. It also
comes with a matte bronze, matte silver,
or matte black pole option.

COURTESY OF ARIA IN EDINA, MN

PRODUCT #: 854FM
DIAMETER OF OPENED CANOPY: 108”
FLOOR TO TOP OF UMBRELLA: 97”
FLOOR TO BOTTOM OF CLOSED CANOPY: 41”
FLOOR TO BOTTOM OF OPEN CANOPY: 77”

FEATURED COLLECTIONS
ALLURE ARMLESS BAR STOOL
MESH | ALUMINUM
The Allure mesh collection is built for
superior weather resistance: it delivers
in coastal, humid, and arid climates, as
well as anywhere in between. It offers
a minimalist visual style that will bring
sophistication to any outdoor space.
Allure also has coordinating cushion and
sling pieces.
PRODUCT #: 1145M
HEIGHT: 43.5” WIDTH: 20” DEPTH: 21”
SEAT HEIGHT: 29” ARM HEIGHT: N/A

LATITUDE 42” x 67” BAR TABLE
ALUMINUM
The attractive and functional Latitude
tables feature an all-aluminum
construction. Available with pedestal
and post bases, Latitude is well suited
for both dining and balcony applications.
Whether for residential or commercial,
Latitude combines style and function to
create a fresh look in any outdoor space.
PRODUCT #: 624267BRLT
HEIGHT: 39.5” WIDTH: 42” LENGTH: 67”
SEAT HEIGHT: N/A ARM HEIGHT: N/A

ALLURE ADJUSTABLE CHAISE
SLING | ALUMINUM
The clean lines of the Allure collection
offer a minimalist visual style that will
bring sophistication to any outdoor space.
Its double layer sling design provides
premium comfort, while a powder-coated
aluminum frame offers strength and
durability. Allure also has coordinating
cushion and mesh pieces.
PRODUCT #: 11310
HEIGHT: 35” WIDTH: 28” LENGTH: 77”
SEAT HEIGHT: 16” ARM HEIGHT: N/A

MARKET UMBRELLA
9’ PULLEY LIFT
The dining/café height market umbrella
features a 9’ octagonal canopy—which
is available in several fabrics—and a
durable pulley lift mechanism. It also
comes with a matte bronze, matte silver,
or matte black pole option.

COURTESY OF ELEVATE AT SOUTHWEST STATION

PRODUCT #: 854FM
DIAMETER OF OPENED CANOPY: 108”
FLOOR TO TOP OF UMBRELLA: 97”
FLOOR TO BOTTOM OF CLOSED CANOPY: 41”
FLOOR TO BOTTOM OF OPEN CANOPY: 77”

FEATURED COLLECTIONS
GRACE CHAT CHAIR
ULTRACORE™ CUSHION | ALUMINUM
Grace cushion’s light and fresh visual
style lends itself to a wide variety of
design aesthetics. But, because of its
seating design, it performs especially
well in environments where comfort is
the priority, such as fireside or rooftop
lounges. Grace also has coordinating air
and sling pieces.
PRODUCT #: 10391
HEIGHT: 31” WIDTH: 36” DEPTH: 33”
SEAT HEIGHT: 16” ARM HEIGHT: 23”

GRACE CORNER
ULTRACORE™ CUSHION | ALUMINUM
Grace cushion’s light and fresh visual
style lends itself to a wide variety of
design aesthetics. But, because of its
seating design, it performs especially
well in environments where comfort is
the priority, such as fireside or rooftop
lounges. Grace also has coordinating air
and sling pieces.
PRODUCT #: 10100
HEIGHT: 31” WIDTH: 36” DEPTH: 36”
SEAT HEIGHT: 16” ARM HEIGHT: N/A

GRACE RIGHT ARM LOVESEAT
ULTRACORE™ CUSHION | ALUMINUM
Grace cushion’s light and fresh visual
style lends itself to a wide variety of
design aesthetics. But, because of its
seating design, it performs especially
well in environments where comfort is
the priority, such as fireside or rooftop
lounges. Grace also has coordinating air
and sling pieces.
PRODUCT #: 1042R
HEIGHT: 31” WIDTH: 60” DEPTH: 33”
SEAT HEIGHT: 16” ARM HEIGHT: 23”

GRACE LEFT ARM LOVESEAT
ULTRACORE™ CUSHION | ALUMINUM
Grace cushion’s light and fresh visual
style lends itself to a wide variety of
design aesthetics. But, because of its
seating design, it performs especially
well in environments where comfort is
the priority, such as fireside or rooftop
lounges. Grace also has coordinating air
and sling pieces.

COURTESY OF THE EXPO IN MINNEAPOLIS, MN

PRODUCT #: 1042L
HEIGHT: 31” WIDTH: 60” DEPTH: 33”
SEAT HEIGHT: 16” ARM HEIGHT: 23”

FEATURED COLLECTIONS
ALLURE ARMLESS CAFÉ CHAIR
SLING | ALUMINUM
The clean lines of the Allure collection
offer a minimalist visual style that will
bring sophistication to any outdoor space.
Its double layer sling design provides
premium comfort, while a powder-coated
aluminum frame offers strength and
durability. Allure also has coordinating
cushion and mesh pieces.
PRODUCT #: 11350
HEIGHT: 32.5” WIDTH: 20” DEPTH: 21”
SEAT HEIGHT: 18” ARM HEIGHT: N/A

EDEN 35.5” x 110” CAFÉ TABLE
HDPE | ALUMINUM
Eden’s warmly functional seating is
sparked by Swedish simplicity, clean lines,
and flawless craftsmanship. Constructed
with HDPE materials, Eden is a slatted,
teak-inspired top with an aluminum base
that is available in several heights and all
of Homecrest’s textured powder-coated
finishes.
PRODUCT #: 2630110
HEIGHT: 30” WIDTH: 35.5” LENGTH: 110”
SEAT HEIGHT: N/A ARM HEIGHT: N/A

GRACE LOVESEAT
ULTRACORE™ CUSHION | ALUMINUM
Grace cushion’s light and fresh visual
style lends itself to a wide variety of
design aesthetics. But, because of its
seating design, it performs especially
well in environments where comfort is
the priority, such as fireside or rooftop
lounges. Grace also has coordinating air
and sling pieces.
PRODUCT #: 10421
HEIGHT: 31” WIDTH: 64” DEPTH: 33”
SEAT HEIGHT: 16” ARM HEIGHT: 23”

TIMBER 36” x 60” COFFEE FIRE PIT
NATURAL SERIES | ALUMINUM
Individually handcrafted and cast from
beautiful reclaimed wood tables, our
Timber fire tables look incredibly realistic.
Homecrest fire tables offer a powerful
burner (up to 65,000 BTUs) and come
standard with your choice of fire jewelry,
as well as a secure key and black 3/4”
aluminum fire burner riser.

COURTESY OF LYRA APARTMENTS

PRODUCT #: 893660XLTM-JLP
HEIGHT: 19” WIDTH: 36” LENGTH: 60”
SEAT HEIGHT: N/A ARM HEIGHT: N/A

FEATURED COLLECTIONS
SUTTON LOW BACK DINING CHAIR
SLING | ALUMINUM
Sutton features a geometric frame design,
contrasted by our gently curving sling for
visual intrigue. To make Sutton ideal for
windy conditions, this “Designed with
Weight” collection is constructed
with custom aluminum extrusions and
powder-coated, solid-steel cross bars and
internal side rails for added stability.
PRODUCT #: 45370
HEIGHT: 35” WIDTH: 24.75” DEPTH: 28”
SEAT HEIGHT: 17.5” ARM HEIGHT: 23.625”

LATITUDE 42” DINING TABLE
ALUMINUM
The attractive and functional Latitude
tables feature an all-aluminum
construction. Available with pedestal
and post bases, Latitude is well suited
for both dining and balcony applications.
Whether for residential or commercial,
Latitude combines style and function to
create a fresh look in any outdoor space.

MARKET UMBRELLA
7.5’ CRANK LIFT/AUTO TILT
The dining/café height market umbrella
features a 7.5’ octagonal canopy—which
is available in several fabrics—and a
durable crank lift/auto tilt mechanism. It
also comes with a matte bronze, matte
silver, or matte black pole option.
PRODUCT #: 845FMA
DIAMETER OF OPENED CANOPY: 90”
FLOOR TO TOP OF UMBRELLA: 98”
FLOOR TO BOTTOM OF CLOSED CANOPY: 49”
FLOOR TO BOTTOM OF OPEN CANOPY: 72”

GRACE ARMLESS LOVESEAT
AIR | ALUMINUM
The Grace air collection features the
appearance and comfort of deep seating
in a foam-free, cushionless construction.
Luxurious Sensation sling fabric is used
for the ultimate in low-maintenance
comfort and also features benefits such
as exceptional shape retention and
surface memory.

COURTESY OF TRIPLE CROWN RESIDENCES + DORAN PROPERTIES GROUP

PRODUCT #: 51AR42N
HEIGHT: 34” WIDTH: 52.5” DEPTH: 33”
SEAT HEIGHT: 14.5” ARM HEIGHT: N/A

FEATURED COLLECTIONS
ALLURE LEFT/RIGHT ARM CLUB CHAIR
ULTRACORE™ CUSHION | ALUMINUM
The Allure modular collection features
sumptuous UltraCore™ cushions in its
pleasingly balanced frame. Most notably,
its modular design allows you to create
countless seating configurations, making
it adaptable to any space’s layout. Allure
also has coordinating sling and mesh
pieces.
PRODUCT #: 1137LR
HEIGHT: 29” WIDTH: 35.5” DEPTH: 35.5”
SEAT HEIGHT: 17” ARM HEIGHT: 28”

ALLURE ARMLESS CLUB CHAIR
ULTRACORE™ CUSHION | ALUMINUM
The Allure modular collection features
sumptuous UltraCore™ cushions in its
pleasingly balanced frame. Most notably,
its modular design allows you to create
countless seating configurations, making
it adaptable to any space’s layout. Allure
also has coordinating sling and mesh
pieces.
PRODUCT #: 1135A
HEIGHT: 29” WIDTH: 34.5” DEPTH: 35.5”
SEAT HEIGHT: 17” ARM HEIGHT: N/A

ALLURE CORNER
ULTRACORE™ CUSHION | ALUMINUM
The Allure modular collection features
sumptuous UltraCore™ cushions in its
pleasingly balanced frame. Most notably,
its modular design allows you to create
countless seating configurations, making
it adaptable to any space’s layout. Allure
also has coordinating sling and mesh
pieces.
PRODUCT #: 1110A
HEIGHT: 29” WIDTH: 35.5” DEPTH: 35.5”
SEAT HEIGHT: 17” ARM HEIGHT: N/A

ALLURE OTTOMAN
ULTRACORE™ CUSHION | ALUMINUM
The Allure modular collection features
sumptuous UltraCore™ cushions in its
pleasingly balanced frame. Most notably,
its modular design allows you to create
countless seating configurations, making
it adaptable to any space’s layout. Allure
also has coordinating sling and mesh
pieces.

COURTESY OF HEARTH & HARROW

PRODUCT #: 1112A
HEIGHT: 17” WIDTH: 35.5” DEPTH: 35.5”
SEAT HEIGHT: 17” ARM HEIGHT: N/A

FEATURED COLLECTIONS
GRACE RIGHT + LEFT ARM LOVESEAT
ULTRACORE™ CUSHION | ALUMINUM
Grace cushion’s light and fresh visual
style lends itself to a wide variety of
design aesthetics. But, because of its
seating design, it performs especially
well in environments where comfort is
the priority, such as fireside or rooftop
lounges. Grace also has coordinating air
and sling pieces.
PRODUCT #: 1042R + 1042L
HEIGHT: 31” WIDTH: 60” DEPTH: 33”
SEAT HEIGHT: 16” ARM HEIGHT: 23”

GRACE CORNER
ULTRACORE™ CUSHION | ALUMINUM
Grace cushion’s light and fresh visual
style lends itself to a wide variety of
design aesthetics. But, because of its
seating design, it performs especially
well in environments where comfort is
the priority, such as fireside or rooftop
lounges. Grace also has coordinating air
and sling pieces.
PRODUCT #: 10100
HEIGHT: 31” WIDTH: 36” DEPTH: 36”
SEAT HEIGHT: 16” ARM HEIGHT: N/A

GRACE LEFT + RIGHT ARM SOFA
ULTRACORE™ CUSHION | ALUMINUM
Grace cushion’s light and fresh visual
style lends itself to a wide variety of
design aesthetics. But, because of its
seating design, it performs especially
well in environments where comfort is
the priority, such as fireside or rooftop
lounges. Grace also has coordinating air
and sling pieces.
PRODUCT #: 1043L + 1043R
HEIGHT: 31” WIDTH: 74” DEPTH: 33”
SEAT HEIGHT: 16” ARM HEIGHT: 23”

MODE x 110” CAFÉ TABLE
ALUMINUM
Mode features floating rectangular
aluminum panels and a sleek appearance
that brings an elegant style to your
outdoor space. Customize your Mode
table by selecting from a wide variety of
heights and sizes to complement your
outdoor seating.

COURTESY OF THE LAKEHAUS IN MINNEAPOLIS, MN

PRODUCT #: 1344110F
HEIGHT: 30” WIDTH: 44” DEPTH: 110”
SEAT HEIGHT: N/A ARM HEIGHT: N/A

FEATURED COLLECTIONS
ALLURE ADJUSTABLE CHAISE
SLING | ALUMINUM
The clean lines of the Allure collection
offer a minimalist visual style that will
bring sophistication to any outdoor space.
Its double layer sling design provides
premium comfort, while a powder-coated
aluminum frame offers strength and
durability. Allure also has coordinating
cushion and mesh pieces.
PRODUCT #: 11310
HEIGHT: 35” WIDTH: 28” LENGTH: 77”
SEAT HEIGHT: 16” ARM HEIGHT: N/A

ALLURE ADJUSTABLE DOUBLE CHAISE
SLING | ALUMINUM
The clean lines of the Allure collection
offer a minimalist visual style that will
bring sophistication to any outdoor space.
Its double layer sling design provides
premium comfort, while a powder-coated
aluminum frame offers strength and
durability. Allure also has coordinating
cushion and mesh pieces.
PRODUCT #: 11310D
HEIGHT: 35” WIDTH: 50.5” LENGTH: 77”
SEAT HEIGHT: 16” ARM HEIGHT: N/A

ALLURE ARMLESS BAR STOOL
SLING | ALUMINUM
The clean lines of the Allure collection
offer a minimalist visual style that will
bring sophistication to any outdoor space.
Its double layer sling design provides
premium comfort, while a powder-coated
aluminum frame offers strength and
durability. Allure also has coordinating
cushion and mesh pieces.
PRODUCT #: 11450
HEIGHT: 43” WIDTH: 20” DEPTH: 21”
SEAT HEIGHT: 29” ARM HEIGHT: N/A

COURTESY OF THE EXPO IN MINNEAPOLIS, MN

FEATURED COLLECTIONS
ALLURE LEFT/RIGHT ARM CLUB CHAIR
ULTRACORE™ CUSHION | ALUMINUM
The Allure modular collection features
sumptuous UltraCore™ cushions in its
pleasingly balanced frame. Most notably,
its modular design allows you to create
countless seating configurations, making
it adaptable to any space’s layout. Allure
also has coordinating sling and mesh
pieces.
PRODUCT #: 1137LR
HEIGHT: 29” WIDTH: 35.5” DEPTH: 35.5”
SEAT HEIGHT: 17” ARM HEIGHT: 28”

ALLURE OTTOMAN
ULTRACORE™ CUSHION | ALUMINUM
The Allure modular collection features
sumptuous UltraCore™ cushions in its
pleasingly balanced frame. Most notably,
its modular design allows you to create
countless seating configurations, making
it adaptable to any space’s layout. Allure
also has coordinating sling and mesh
pieces.
PRODUCT #: 1112A
HEIGHT: 17” WIDTH: 35.5” DEPTH: 35.5”
SEAT HEIGHT: 17” ARM HEIGHT: N/A

20” PILLOW
OUTDOOR ESSENTIALS
Take outdoor comfort to the next
level with our incredibly durable pillow
assortment. Mix and match with solid
colors, patterns, and textures from our full
fabric offering to create the perfect color
story for unique design projects. Thanks
to the quality of our fabrics, our pillows
are well equipped to keep their vibrancy.
PRODUCT #: 00020
HEIGHT: 20” WIDTH: 20” DEPTH: N/A
SEAT HEIGHT: N/A ARM HEIGHT: N/A

12” x 22” PILLOW
OUTDOOR ESSENTIALS
Take outdoor comfort to the next
level with our incredibly durable pillow
assortment. Mix and match with solid
colors, patterns, and textures from our full
fabric offering to create the perfect color
story for unique design projects. Thanks
to the quality of our fabrics, our pillows
are well equipped to keep their vibrancy.

COURTESY OF LAKEHAUS IN MINNEAPOLIS, MN

PRODUCT #: 00020
HEIGHT: 12” WIDTH: 22” DEPTH: N/A
SEAT HEIGHT: N/A ARM HEIGHT: N/A

FEATURED COLLECTIONS
GRACE CHAT CHAIR
AIR | ALUMINUM
The Grace air collection features the
appearance and comfort of deep seating
in a foam-free, cushionless construction.
Luxurious Sensation sling fabric is used
for the ultimate in low-maintenance
comfort and also features benefits such
as exceptional shape retention and
surface memory.
PRODUCT #: 10AR390
HEIGHT: 34” WIDTH: 34.5” DEPTH: 33”
SEAT HEIGHT: 14.5” ARM HEIGHT: 21”

ALLURE CAFÉ CHAIR
SLING | ALUMINUM
The clean lines of the Allure collection
offer a minimalist visual style that will
bring sophistication to any outdoor space.
Its double layer sling design provides
premium comfort, while a powder-coated
aluminum frame offers strength and
durability. Allure also has coordinating
cushion and mesh pieces.
PRODUCT #: 12370
HEIGHT: 32.5” WIDTH: 24.5” DEPTH: 21”
SEAT HEIGHT: 18” ARM HEIGHT: 24.5”

MODE 44” CAFÉ TABLE
ALUMINUM
Mode features floating rectangular
aluminum panels and a sleek appearance
that brings an elegant style to your
outdoor space. Customize your Mode
table by selecting from a wide variety of
heights and sizes to complement your
outdoor seating.

PRODUCT #: 134444F
HEIGHT: 30” WIDTH: 44” LENGTH: 44”
SEAT HEIGHT: N/A ARM HEIGHT: N/A

MARKET UMBRELLA
9’ PULLEY LIFT
The dining/café height market umbrella
features a 9’ octagonal canopy—which
is available in several fabrics—and a
durable pulley lift mechanism. It also
comes with a matte bronze, matte silver,
or matte black pole option.

COURTESY OF MILL & MAIN + DORAN PROPERTIES GROUP

PRODUCT #: 854FM
DIAMETER OF OPENED CANOPY: 108”
FLOOR TO TOP OF UMBRELLA: 97”
FLOOR TO BOTTOM OF CLOSED CANOPY: 41”
FLOOR TO BOTTOM OF OPEN CANOPY: 77”

FEATURED COLLECTIONS
GRACE CHAT CHAIR
ULTRACORE™ CUSHION | ALUMINUM
Grace cushion’s light and fresh visual
style lends itself to a wide variety of
design aesthetics. But, because of its
seating design, it performs especially
well in environments where comfort is
the priority, such as fireside or rooftop
lounges. Grace also has coordinating air
and sling pieces.
PRODUCT #: 10391
HEIGHT: 31” WIDTH: 36” DEPTH: 33”
SEAT HEIGHT: 16” ARM HEIGHT: 23”

GRACE RIGHT ARM SOFA
ULTRACORE™ CUSHION | ALUMINUM
Grace cushion’s light and fresh visual
style lends itself to a wide variety of
design aesthetics. But, because of its
seating design, it performs especially
well in environments where comfort is
the priority, such as fireside or rooftop
lounges. Grace also has coordinating air
and sling pieces.
PRODUCT #: 1043R
HEIGHT: 31” WIDTH: 74” DEPTH: 33”
SEAT HEIGHT: 16” ARM HEIGHT: 23”

GRACE LEFT ARM SOFA
ULTRACORE™ CUSHION | ALUMINUM
Grace cushion’s light and fresh visual
style lends itself to a wide variety of
design aesthetics. But, because of its
seating design, it performs especially
well in environments where comfort is
the priority, such as fireside or rooftop
lounges. Grace also has coordinating air
and sling pieces.
PRODUCT #: 1043L
HEIGHT: 31” WIDTH: 74” DEPTH: 33”
SEAT HEIGHT: 16” ARM HEIGHT: 23”

MODE 22” x 44” COFFEE TABLE
ALUMINUM
Mode features floating rectangular
aluminum panels and a sleek appearance
that brings an elegant style to your
outdoor space. Customize your Mode
table by selecting from a wide variety of
heights and sizes to complement your
outdoor seating.

COURTESY OF THE LUXE AT RIDGEDALE

PRODUCT #: 132244
HEIGHT: 15” WIDTH: 22” LENGTH: 44”
SEAT HEIGHT: N/A ARM HEIGHT: N/A

FABRIC + FINISH OPTIONS
to invigorate and rejuvenate. Homecrest partners with several fabric vendors to offer exclusive fabrics that feature
unparalleled performance and durability without sacrificing design. Visit homecrest.com/frame-finishes to view
our finish options, and to view an entire list of available fabrics, simply scan the QR code on the right!
SLING & SENSATION SLING FABRIC OPTIONS
Homecrest sling (S) fabrics can be used on all sling seating collections
with the exception of Homecrest air (A) collections. Products that indicate
air as a seating option are only available in Homecrest’s Sensation slings.
Homecrest’s double layer sling has both a welted design and non-welted
design, signified by the collection. The sling fabric will be the same on
the front and the back unless a padded sling is selected.
CUSHION, PADDED SLING, & UMBRELLA CANOPY FABRIC OPTIONS
We have various fabric collections that are available for both
cushion (C) and padded sling (PS) seating options. Most fabrics can also
be used for umbrella (U) canopies on both new orders and replacements.

TAKE A DEEPER DIVE
Looking for more information on Homecrest Outdoor Living? Visit the Homecrest modern web experience
where you can get more detailed information on products and view additional beauty photography.
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Need help visualizing your Homecrest furniture? Visit the Interactive Design
Center at design.homecrest.com to create the look that fits your style!

CONNECT WITH US ONLINE
Connect with Homecrest Outdoor Living on social media today to keep up to date with all of our
latest product features, trends, beauty photography, and more!
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SCAN ME

Design matters. The perfect combination of color, texture, and pattern not only adds beauty, but also has the power

